In multimedia retrieval, multi-label annotation for image, text and video is challenging and attracts rapidly growing interests in past decades. The main crux of multi-label annotation lies on 1) how to reduce the model complexity when the label space expands exponentially with the increase of the number of labels; and 2) how to leverage the label correlations which have broadly believed useful for boosting annotation performance. In this paper, we propose "labelsets anchored subspace ensemble (LASE)" to solve both problems in an efficient scheme, whose training is a regularized matrix decomposition and prediction is an inference of group sparse representations. In order to shrink the label space, we firstly introduce "label distilling" extracting the frequent labelsets to replace the original labels. In the training stage, the data matrix is decomposed as the sum of several low-rank matrices and a sparse residual via a randomized optimization, where each low-rank part defines a feature subspace mapped by a labelset. A manifold regularization is applied to map the labelset geometry to the geometry of the obtained subspaces. In the prediction stage, the group sparse representation of a new sample on the subspace ensemble is estimated by group lasso. The selected subspaces indicate the labelsets that the sample should be annotated with. Experiments on several benchmark datasets of texts, images, web data and videos validate the appealing performance of LASE in multi-label annotation.
INTRODUCTION
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. In multimedia information retrieval, annotating [3] [18] given texts, web data, music, images or videos with concepts or keywords plays a key role in browsing, ranking, indexing, search and navigation. Recently, the rapid rise of data volumes makes the efficiency and effectiveness of manual annotation unacceptable, and triggers a growing need for automatical annotation techniques, which are mainly developed from machine learning methods. In general, each annotation concept or keyword is treated as an independent class and the annotation problem is formulated as a series of binary classification tasks, each of which distinguishes the instance belonging to one class from the others. Such kind of multi-class classification problems can be addressed by various existing deterministic or probabilistic models.
However, an instance is always annotated by multiple concepts in practical multimedia data. Moreover, the real applications often require to annotate an instance with several keywords [16] in order to provide an informative sketch of the object. Hence, the traditional multi-class formulation of annotation faces significant limitations when applying to real problems. Although the multilabel annotation introduced above can be decomposed into several binary classification problems if treating each concept as an independent class, the correlations between different concepts, which have been broadly proved substantial for boosting the annotation performance, are entirely ignored in this case. Another problem of formulating the multi-label annotation as multiple classifications is that the serious imbalance between positive samples and negative samples often results in an unreliable classification result.
In this paper, we aim at developing a novel multi-label learning method for multimedia annotation. Multi-label learning [15] [10] [5] [23] (ML) predicts multiple labels that characterize an instance from a set of possible labels. This is exactly the case in annotation problem. Conventional multi-label learning methods seek to find a mapping from the feature space X ⊆ R p to the label space Y ⊆ {0, 1} k , wherein k is the number of labels and y i = 1, y ∈ Y denotes annotating label i to the instance x. Binary relevance (BR) [12] and label powerset (LP) [12] are two natural approaches that construct the mapping by training independent binary classifiers. In particular, BR treats each label as a class, while LP treat each unique k-dimensional label vector as a class. Both BR and LP do not fully explore the key properties of multi-label data, because BR ignores the label correlations, and LP makes the training samples of each class far less than the prerequisite.
In the multi-label annotation, a central problem is that the label space Y will exponentially grow with the increase of labels.
Without considering the label structures, the sample complexity for learning the mapping from X to Y will significantly increase in this case. Moreover, the prediction requires a search in a label space Y of size 2 k , which leads to expensive computation. BR independently predicts each dimension of y in isolation and thus does not encounter this problem with the price of ignoring the label correlations. LP attempts to distinguish each element in Y from the other 2 k − 1 ones. Thus the size of the training set, which is large enough for binary classification, will be insufficient for LP. This problem also leads to a rapid growth of the model complexity, which increases the training costs. By viewing the problem from the perspective of probabilistic approaches, the exponential growth of Y drastically enlarges the parameter space for modeling P(y|x), x ∈ X , which makes ML intractable in computation. Another important problem in real applications is that, for a given training set {X,Y }, the annotation instances in Y often scatter sparsely within the ambient space Y . It is therefore difficult to study the structure of Y and reduce its dimensionality. Most recent multi-label learning approaches investigate the label correlations (or dependencies) to build a structured classification model. They partially solve the first problem by reducing the size of the search space Y . For example, the random k-labelsets (RAkEL) method [14] randomly selects an ensemble of subsets from the original labelsets (the set of labels one instance belongs to), and then LP is applied to each subset. The final prediction is obtained by ranking and thresholding of the results on the subsets. Hierarchical binary relevance (HBR) [1] builds a general-to-specific tree structure of labels, where a sample with a label must be associated with its parent labels. A binary classifier is trained on each non-root label. The classifier chain (CC) [11] adopts a greedy method to predict unknown label from features and predicted labels by using a binary classifier. However, the size of the search space in these approaches is much larger than O(k), and their model complexities are too high to be applied in practice. Also, the instances in Y are always insufficient to generate a reliable estimation of the label space structure, and thus weaken the effectiveness of the structured classification models used in these approaches.
Beyond reducing the problem to several classifications, some other existing learning methods have been reformulated for solving multi-label annotation. For example, the C&W procedure [2] separates multi-label prediction into two stages, i.e., BR and correction of the BR results by leveraging the label dependence. Multi-label dimensionality reduction via dependence maximization (MDDM) [21] maximizes the dependence between feature space and label space, and provides a data preprocessing for other multi-label learning methods. However, these methods cannot provide an explicit modeling of the label correlations and thus their performance improvements due to exploring label structure are limited. Moreover, they bring extra time costs to the training process, so the efficiency is weakened.
Main contributions
In this paper, we consider the ML problem for multi-label annotation by taking an inverse viewpoint: instead of investigating the mapping from X to Y , we study the mapping from Y to X . To be specific, we expect to map each basis of the label space Y to X in the form of an explainable feature subspace. Fixing the mapping and given an arbitrary instance x with its associated label vector y, the feature vector x exists in the ensemble of the subspaces which are mapped by the bases used to represent y. Since the label vector is restricted to be 0-1 valued, the bases for the label space Y should also be 0-1 valued. In addition, the 0-1 bases can be interpreted as the labelsets frequently appearing among the label vectors, where each labelset includes the labels those are often simultaneously tagged to one instance. In this paper, we develop "labelset distilling (LD)" to extract the bases from the label vectors of the training set according to their distribution in Y . An important fact about the obtained 0-1 bases is that they are usually not independent to each other. Thus the correlations between the bases should be preserved after the mapping, i.e., the subspaces in the ensemble are not independent but related to each other by following the correlations between bases. Therefore, learning the Y to X mapping should not only minimize the error of representing instance in the subspace ensemble mapped by its labelsets, but also maintain the geometry of labelsets in their mapped subspace ensemble.
In establishing the mapping from Y to X for real data, an easily ignored fact is that each given instance cannot be fully depicted by the tagged labels, and thus cannot be completely represented by the subspaces associated with the labelsets we consider in the problem. So the method learning the subspace ensemble should be able to separate the parts that can be explained by the considered labelsets and the parts that cannot. The method also needs to separate the parts explained by different labelsets. Henceforth, the ensemble of subspaces can be directly obtained from the separated parts for different labelsets.
Fixing the subspace ensemble and given a new instance, its labels are predicted by estimating its group sparse representation in the subspace ensemble and combine the labelsets associated with the nonzero entries. There are at most k subspaces that are demanded to be learned (in the case of treating each single label as a labelset), so the model and sample complexity could be substantially smaller than existing methods. The prediction is accomplished by searching in the subspace ensemble, and thus avoids the estimation of the label space structure from insufficient training data.
We develop "labelsets anchored subspace ensemble (LASE)" to find the Y to X mapping that satisfy all the above requirements.
In the training stage, we develop a randomized decomposition of the training data X, where X is factorized to the sum of several low-rank parts and a sparse residual. Each of the low-rank part defines the subspace mapped by a particular labelset, while the sparse residual stores the part that cannot be explained by the considered labels. In order to preserve the geometry of labelsets in their mappings, a manifold regularization term constructed from the graph Laplacian of labelsets is imposed to the decomposition. The decomposition is fast due to an application of the bilateral random projection (BRP) based low-rank approximation [22] [17]. Its convergence to a stationary point is guaranteed. In the prediction stage of LASE, group lasso estimates the group sparse representation of a given instance in the subspace ensemble, and the nonzero entries indicate the predicted labelsets. The experiments on several benchmark datasets for multi-label annotation imply the competitive effectiveness and efficiency of LASE in multimedia retrieval.
LASE MODEL
An illustration of LASE mode is given in Figure 1 . Granted a sample x ∈ X ⊆ R p and its label vector y ∈ Y ⊆ {0, 1} k , fixing the frequently appearing d labelsets as the rows of D (here D can be viewed as a 0-1 dictionary for y), if y is represented by a set Ω of labelsets D i∈Ω selected from the rows of D such that
then we assume that x can be decomposed as the sum of several components l i corresponding to Ω and a sparse residual s
The component l i exists in a subspace C i , which is the mapping of labelset D i that represents y. Thus l i is the part of the features in x that can be explained by the group of labels in labelset D i . The sparse residual s is the part of features in x that neither label in y can explain. The model in (2) reveals the general relationship between the feature space and the label space. To be more specific about how l i is explained by the labelset D i , we assume that the component explained by labelset D i lies in a linear subspace represented by C i ∈ R r i ×p , i.e., l i = β G i C i , wherein β G i stores the representation coefficients corresponding to C i . Thus the model (2) can be equivalently written as
If we build the subspace ensemble C = [C 1 ; . . . ;C d ] mapped by the d labelsets as a dictionary for x, the corresponding representation coefficient vector for
Then the coefficient group β G i corresponding to the labelset that does not appear in y are zeros, so β is group sparse, wherein the groups are
In the training stage of LASE, given training set composed of a feature matrix X ∈ R n×p and its label matrix Y ∈ {0, 1} n×k , we learn the dictionaries D for Y and C for X respectively, wherein subspace C i is the mapping of labelset D i in X . Firstly, a "labelset distilling (LD)" method is used to decompose matrix Y as Y = UD,U ∈ {0, 1} n×d , D ∈ {0, 1} d×k via iterative clustering and substraction to the rows of Y . Then we learn the subspace ensemble C i , i = 1, . . . , d via a randomized decomposition of feature matrix X, in which the components explained by labelset D i in all the instances annotated with D i consist a low-rank matrix L i j:U ji =1 (note that U ji = 1 indicates the label vector of sample X j includes labelset D i ). We additionally set L i j:U ji =0 = 0, and thus the row space of L i denotes the subspace C i . Since the labelsets in D are not independent to each other, their correlations indicate the connections between different concepts and thus includes helpful information for annotation. So it is essential to preserve the correlations of labelsets in their mapped subspace ensemble. Hence a manifold regularization built from the labelset geometry is imposed to the centers of L i j:U ji =1 for different i. In the prediction stage of LASE, given a new instance x, we use group lasso to find the group sparse representation β on the subspace ensemble C, and then a simple thresholding is used to test which groups that β concentrates on. The labelsets associated with these groups consist the annotation result of x.
LASE model simultaneously solves the problems mentioned in the introduction. In the training stage of LASE, the label correlations including both the similarity and discrepancy are naturally preserved in the subspace ensemble C. This is because the components L i corresponding to the labelsets frequently appearing together share more nonzero rows (yet with different values), which encourage stronger correlations between their corresponding subspaces C i than the ones sharing less nonzero rows. Although we did not impose independent constraint to the subspaces in the ensemble, the manifold regularization keeps the geometry of labelsets maintained in C by constraining the distances between the first bases of different C i (i.e., the centers of L i ). In the prediction stage, both discriminative and structured information encoded in the subspace ensemble are considered via group lasso. Since only d ≤ k subspaces are learned in the training stage, LASE explores label correlations without increasing the model complexity.
LABELSET DISTILLING
We introduce "labelset distilling (LD)" to learn the labelsets in D, which is also the 0-1 dictionary for representing the rows of Y . Each row of D can be viewed as a concept group in annotation. The labelsets in D refer to the label subsets that are frequently shared by the rows of Y . These binary patterns reveal the structural information of the binary matrix Y and label dependence embedded in the given label vectors.
In multi-label learning, the label correlations are always explored by building a tree-structural hierarchy for the labels. However, the correlation (e.g., co-occurrence and mutual exclusion) between two labels are probabilistic rather than deterministic. Therefore, it is hard to prune the tree hierarchy without discarding the minority instances. A tree hierarchy that retains most leafs explains few label dependence information and will significantly increase the problem size. We propose "labelset distilling" to exploit the correlations between the unique labelsets rather than single labels. LD can be interpreted as a greedy search for the frequent discrete patterns appearing in the rows of Y . It decomposes label matrix Y as:
The rows of the obtained dictionary D are the labelsets whose mappings in X will be studied later.
In LD, the above decomposition is accomplished by a greedy search of discrete patterns. The greedy search is a recursive clustering and subtraction of the h unique rows in Y . That is, we remove the rows in Y that appear more than one time and obtain matrix L ∈ {0, 1} h×d , and then L is decomposed by LD. Since the decomposition of each row in L on the dictionary D is known after LD, the decomposition of Y can be directly attained. The procedure of each iteration in LD can be sketched as:
Step 1: Spectral clustering [7] [9] or k-means [8] of L's rows.
Step 2: For rows in each cluster, if they share a binary pattern, add the pattern to the labelsets D as a new row and subtract it from the rows of the cluster sharing it in Y . Accordingly, add a new column to the U, wherein the elements corresponding to the rows in the cluster are set to be 1 and the others are set to be 0.
Step 3: Remove the all-zero rows in L. The above procedure is iterated until L is empty, i.e., all the rows in Y are fully represented by the atoms in the dictionary D. In this paper, we use spectral clustering to group the rows of L in the first step of each iteration, because the number of clusters obtained by spectral clustering can be adaptively determined by a given threshold τ. In particular, we sort q eigenvalues of the Graph Laplacian from small to large, and compute the following metric for each one:
Only the eigenvectors with e i < τ are selected for the subsequent processing (including k-means and thresholding 
Add the corresponding coefficient vector
TRAINING BY RANDOMIZED DECOM-POSITION
In this section, we introduce the training stage of LASE, which approximately decomposes the training data matrix X ∈ R n×p into X = ∑ is upper bounded, which indicates that all the components explained by labelset D i nearly lie in a linear subspace. The matrix S is the residual that cannot be explained by the given labelsets. In the decomposition, the cardinality of S is upper bounded, which makes S sparse. In order to maintain the geometry of labelsets D after mapping them as the subspace ensemble C, we impose a manifold regularization to the d row centers of L i
, which are the first bases for the d subspaces C i respectively. The normalized graph Laplacian W is estimated as:
(1) If LD is not applied and the labelsets D are directly selected as the k normal unit vectors D i = e i , e ii = 1, e i j: j =i = 0 with associated U = Y , their normalized graph Laplacian can be estimated from the correlations between the columns of Y as W = I −H −1/2 GH −1/2 , wherein G is the similarity graph (e.g., ε-neighborhood graph, knearest neighbor graph, or fully connected graph) and diagonal matrix H stores the associated degrees such that 
Given the data matrix X, its label matrix Y ∈ {0, 1} n×k = UD and the associated normalized graph Laplacian W , the rank of L i 
In (6), each training instance in X is decomposed as the sum of several components, which respectively correspond to the labelsets which are annotated to the instance. LASE separates these components explained by different labelsets via building the mapping from each labelset to the feature space. For labelset D i , we obtain its mapping C i in X as the row space of L i
Alternating minimization
Although the rank constraint to L i
and cardinality constraint to S are not convex, we will show the optimization in (6) can be solved by alternating minimization, and its linear convergence to a stationary point is guaranteed. Before proceeding to the algorithm details, we firstly rewrite the objective function in (6) as
Then the optimization problem can be decomposed as the following d + 1 subproblems, wherein the first d ones update the d low rank parts L i , and the last one updates the sparse part S.
For each of the first d subproblems to solve L i
, we immediately set the gradient of the object to zero and obtain
Since the rank of L i
is upper bounded by r i , an additional projection to the low-rank manifold is required, i.e., the solution of L i
The above solution is a hard thresholding of singular values and thus is the global solution for the i th subproblem. For the last subproblem in (7), we can simply impose a hard thresholding of matrix entries to obtain the global solution. That is, S is updated from the K entries with the largest absolute value in
The projection S = P Ψ (O) represents that the matrix S has the same entries as O on the index set Ψ, while the other entries are all zeros. The decomposition is then obtained by iteratively solving these d + 1 subproblems in (7) by following (9) and (10) . In this paper, we initialize L i
In each subproblem, only one variable is optimized with the other variables fixed. The convergence of such kind of alternating minimization to a stationary point has been proved. Moreover, a linear convergence rate result can be established by applying the similar technique in GoDec [22] .
After obtaining the decomposition by solving (6), each training sample is represented by the sum of several components in L i characterized by the labelsets it is annotated with and the residual in 
Speed up training via bilateral random projections
The main computation in (9) and (10) is of large size. Recently, random projection becomes an effective tool in accelerating the matrix multiplication and decomposition [4] . In this paper, we introduce "bilateral random projections (BRP)" to speed up the SVD in the optimization of L i
For clear representation, we use notifications independent to the ones we use in other parts of this paper to illustrate BRP. In particular, given r bilateral random projections (BRP) of an m × n dense matrix X (w.l.o.g, m ≥ n), i.e., Y 1 = XA 1 and Y 2 = X T A 2 , wherein A 1 ∈ R n×r and A 2 ∈ R m×r are random matrices,
is a fast rank-r approximation of X. The computation of L includes an inverse of an r ×r matrix and three matrix multiplications. Thus, for a dense X, 2mnr floating-point operations (flops) are required to obtain BRP, r 2 (2n + r) + mnr flops are required to obtain L. The computational cost is much less than that of the SVD based approximation, while its approximation error approaches to that of SVD based method.
We build the random matrices A 1 and A 2 in an adaptive way. Initially, both A 1 and A 2 are set to standard Gaussian matrices whose entries are independent variables following the standard normal distribution. We firstly compute Y 1 = XA 1 , update A 2 := Y 1 and calculate the left random projection as Y 2 = X T A 2 by using the new A 2 , and then we update A 1 := Y 2 and calculate the right random projection Y 1 = XA 1 by using the new A 1 . This adaptive updating of random matrices requires additional flops of mnr.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the training stage of LASE with BRP based acceleration.
Algorithm 2: LASE Training
Initialize L i and S according to (11) , t := 0; while not converge do t := t + 1;
Generate standard Gaussian matrix A 1 ∈ R p×r i ; 
PREDICTION BY GROUP LASSO
In this section, we introduce the prediction stage of LASE by estimating the group sparse representation of a given instance on the obtained subspace ensemble C. Notice that in the training stage, we decompose the training data into the sum of low-rank components L i , and the components of the training instances characterized by labelset D i lies in the linear subspace C i .
In the prediction of LASE, we use group lasso [19] to estimate the group sparse representation β ∈ R ∑ r i of an instance x ∈ R p on Since group lasso selects nonzero coefficients group-wisely, nonzero coefficients will concentrate on the groups corresponding to the labelsets that the instance belongs to. According to the above analysis, we solve the following group lasso problem in the prediction stage of LASE
where the index set G i includes all the integers between 1 + ∑ i−1 j=1 r j and ∑ i j=1 r j (including them). To obtain the final prediction of the label vector y ∈ {0, 1} k for a test sample x, we use a simple thresholding of the magnitude sum of coefficients in each group to test which groups that the sparse coefficients in β concentrate on
Although y can also be obtained via selecting the groups with nonzero coefficients when ρ in (13) is chosen properly, we set the threshold δ as a small positive value to guarantee the robustness to ρ. Algorithm 3 summarizes the prediction stage of LASE.
Algorithm 3: LASE Prediction
Input: x, D, C i , i = 1, . . . , d, ρ, δ Output: y Solve group lasso in (13) by using a group lasso solver; Predict y via thresholding in (14);
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate LASE on several benchmark multimedia datasets for multi-label annotation including of texts, images, video, scene, music, genomics and web page data. We compare LASE with BR [12] , ML-KNN [20] and MDDM [21] on four evaluation metrics for evaluating the effectiveness, as well as the CPU seconds for evaluating the efficiency. All the experiment are run in MatLab on a server with 3.33 GHz Intel Xeon processors and 32 GB RAM. In the experiments of multi-label prediction, four metrics, which are Hamming loss, precision, recall, F1 score and accuracy, are used to measure the prediction performance. The de- tailed definitions of these metrics are given in Section 7.1.1 of [13] .
These four metrics have been broadly applied on general binary data. However, their importances are different to each other in evaluating the performance of multi-label prediction, because there are much more 1s than 0s in the label matrix. Precision and recall should be considered together, because high precision always accompanies low recall when most positive samples are falsely predicted as positive. F1-score and accuracy are less sensitive to the imbalance of label matrix. Therefore, a fair evaluation of prediction performance should include integrative consideration of all the four metrics, whose importances can be roughly given by F1, Accuracy > {Precision, Recall}.
Datasets
We evaluate the prediction performance and time cost of LASE on 9 datasets from different domains and of different scales, including Corel5k (image), Mediamill (video), Enron (text), Bibtex (text), Slashdot (text) and 4 sub dataset selected in Yahoo dataset (web page data). The 101 concepts of Mediamill and the sample images of Corel5k are shown in Figure 3 . These datasets were obtained from Mulan's website 1 and MEKA's website 2 . They were collected from different practical mutli-label annotation problems. Table 1 shows the number of samples n (training samples+test samples), number of features p, number of labels k, and the average cardinality of all label vectors Card of different datasets.
Performance comparison
We show the prediction performance and time cost in CPU seconds of BR, ML-KNN, MDDM and MSE in Table 2 . In BR, we use the MatLab interface of LIBSVM 3.0 3 to train the classic linear SVM classifiers for each label. The parameter C ∈ 10 −3 , 10 −2 , 0.1, 1, 10, 10 2 , 10 3 with the best performance on the training set was used. In ML-KNN, the number of neighbors was 30 for all the datasets.
In MDDM, the regularization parameter for uncorrelated subspace dimensionality reduction was selected as 0.12 and the dimension of the subspace was set as 20% of the dimension of the original data. In LASE, we selected r i = γ|Ω i | with γ ∈ [0.03, 0.3], K ∈
